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This report looks at the following areas:
• The impact of COVID-19 on restaurant ordering, takeout and delivery

"Brands with established

• The successes and challenges of third-party delivery services and apps

delivery/takeout programs

• Ordering and delivery behavior and expectations in 2021

and third-party partnerships

• Consumer interest in delivery and takeout service innovation

benefited from more adept

Restaurant takeout and delivery took on renewed and further elevated

recoveries following the worst

importance for operators and consumers in 2020, as both tried to navigate
restaurant closures, capacity limitations and safety precautions. Some were

of the impact, reinforcing that

better positioned, particularly QSRs, to pivot operations, innovate and invest in

expanding ways of meeting

services and partnerships to keep driving traffic. Going forward, the battle for

consumer needs on-premise

share of occasion has and will continue to be not only competitive but also

or otherwise will continue to

complicated with operators diversifying paths to service consumers by
enhancing programs while third-party service providers do the same. While

be a bigger part of the

innovations will undoubtedly continue to change the landscape, brands will

equation, even as more

need to balance what’s optimal vs what’s overwhelming. More than four in 10

normalized circumstances

consumers over the age of 45 are not interested in “upgrades” to delivery or

unfold."

takeout services.

- Mimi Bonnett, Director – US
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MARKET SIZE AND FORECAST
Figure 9: Total US revenues and forecast of restaurants and
eating places*, at current prices, 2015-25
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• Diners more likely to increase restaurant engagement
through a number of channels
Figure 12: Expected change in behavior after COVID-19,
March 2021
• Diners under 45 are mixing up ways to order
Figure 13: Restaurant ordering, pickup and delivery, by
generation, May 2021
MARKET FACTORS
• Lingering COVID concerns still impacting on-premise traffic
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29, 2021- May 13, 2021
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January 2010-April 2021
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Figure 17: Pandemic-driven changes in behavior, October
2020
• Cutting back on foodservice spending seen as positive
Figure 18: Effect of COVID-19 on finances, November 2020
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different ways
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• Uber Eats launches first ever advertising listing for
restaurants&nbsp;
• DoorDash offers self-delivery options, giving chains more
flexibility
• Grubhub offers tool for consumers to direct order from
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• Smart drive-thru upgrades and personalization
• Contactless is the new black
• Better, faster, stronger pickup powered by LSB (locationbased service)
• Refreshed digital loyalty programs are a win-win
• Ghost and host kitchens support virtual brands and menus
MARKET OPPORTUNITIES
• Tap into parents in need of convenience, value and
experience
Figure 19: Expected change in behavior after COVID-19,
increased use, by parental status, March 2021
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by generation, March 2021
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Figure 23: Restaurant ordering, pickup and delivery – NETS,
September 2019, May 2020, March 2021
• Consumers are diversifying their approach to ordering
Figure 24: Restaurant ordering, pickup and delivery,
September 2019, May 2020, March 2021
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• The future of foodservice is more diverse and fluid
Figure 25: Restaurant ordering, pickup and delivery, by
generation, May 2020
• Affluence doesn’t limit LSR patronage
Figure 26: Restaurant ordering, pickup and delivery, by
household income, May 2020
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Figure 27: Restaurant ordering, pickup and delivery, by
parental status, May 2020
RESTAURANT ORDERING BY SEGMENT
• More than three-quarters patronize QSRs
Figure 28: Restaurants used in the past three months, March
2021
• Millennials are important, but don’t leave Gens X and Z
behind
Figure 29: Type of restaurant used, by generation, March 2021
• Convenience + versatility appeal to parents, not necessarily
at the same time
Figure 30: Type of restaurant used, parental status, March
2021
ORDERING FREQUENCY AND METHOD
Figure 31: Frequency of use, March 2021
• Heavy users profile
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Figure 32: Heavy users, by key demographics, March 2021
ON-PREMISE DINING BARRIERS AND RETURNS
• About half plan to return in a few months
Figure 33: How soon plan to return to dining in restaurants,
March 2021
• Millennials are ready to dine on-premise
Figure 34: How soon plan to return to dining in restaurants, by
generation, March 2021
• Health, not finances, at the root of on-premise avoidance
Figure 35: Reasons for not dining in a restaurant, March 2021
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• Parents need mealtime support, stat
Figure 37: Reasons for not dining in a restaurant, by parental
status, March 2021
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• Many anticipate returning to on-premise dining postpandemic
Figure 38: Expected change in behavior after COVID-19,
March 2021
• Increased use of online apps likely to continue beyond the
pandemic
Figure 39: Expected behavior after COVID-19, online
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ordering, March 2021
• Millennials plan use of wide range of options postpandemic
Figure 40: Expected increase in behavior after COVID-19, by
generation, March 2021
• More affluent also likely to sustain usage of pickup and
delivery
Figure 41: Expected change in behavior after COVID-19, by
household income, March 2021
• Parents plan high use of pickup and delivery postpandemic
Figure 42: Expected change in behavior after COVID-19, by
parental status, March 2021
ORDERING METHOD BY OCCASION AND SEGMENT
• Diners’ Preferred Ordering Method Varies Depending on the
Dining Occasion
Figure 43: Correspondence analysis – Symmetrical map –
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Ordering method interest by dining occasion, March 2021
Figure 44: Ordering method interest, by dining occasion,
March 2021
INTEREST IN DELIVERY/TAKEOUT INNOVATIONS
• Consumers want basic limited contact going forward
Figure 45: Services and innovations that would drive use,
March 2021
• Contactless is the new convenience
Figure 46: TURF analysis – Desired off-premise improvements,
March 2021
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Figure 47: Table - TURF analysis – Desired off-premise
improvements, March 2021
• Gen Zs, Millennials want more ways to engage off-premise
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Figure 48: Services and innovations that would drive usage,
by generation, March 2021
DELIVERY AND TAKEOUT ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS
• Fees stand in the way of greater delivery use
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Figure 49: Behaviors related to restaurants, delivery and
apps, March 2021
• Men less sensitive to fees
Figure 50: Behaviors related to restaurants, delivery and
apps, by gender, March 2021
• Emerging operational trends are driven by Millennials
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by generation, March 2021
DELIVERY SERVICES ATTITUDES
• Expectations are for delivery quality, speed
Figure 52: Attitudes related to restaurants, delivery and apps,
March 2021
• Convenient options can appeal to women through a better
experience
Figure 53: Behaviors related to restaurants, delivery and
apps, by gender, March 2021
• Gen Z, Millennials seek speed, convenience in pickup/
delivery
Figure 54: Attitudes related to restaurants, delivery and apps,
by generation, March 2021
APPENDIX – DATA SOURCES AND ABBREVIATIONS
• Sales data
• Forecast methodology
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• Consumer survey data
• Direct marketing creative
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